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Scction -AisCompulsory.

Attempt any Irive questions lrom Sedtion - B & C.
Select at,least

'fwo quesiions from Section - B &

Section -

Q|)

C.

A
(Muks:2Each)

a)

What is diagonal communication?

b)

What is intouation?

c)

What is memo?

d)

Wliat is Kinesics?

e)

Give two advantages of informal business communication?

f)

Give 1wo ways to crack the group Discussion.

g)

Diflerentiatc between

h)

Differentiate between su rmary ard abstract.

i)

Give the technical description ofa compact disc.

i)

Wlar is the diltcrcncc benreen circular and ordcr?
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Q3)

(a)

Briefly describe ttre phenomer.ron ofmagnetic hysteresis arrd why it occurs
for ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic materials.

(b)

What is the difference between soft and hard magnetic malerials.

Q4) (a1 Explain the term lollowing rerms:

Q5)

(i)
(ii)

Semiconductorlaser,

(iii)

Holography.

Populationinversion.

(b)

.The light of wavelength 660 nm has
Calculate the coherent rime.

(a)

Find the core radius necessary for single mode operarion at 820 nm ofa
step index fibre with n,: 1.480 andnr: 1.478.

(b)

Difl'erentiate between material dispersion and pulse dispersion. Write
down vatious types oflosses in optical fibre.

a

wave train of length 1 3.2 x

I

0im.

Section - C
(8 marks each)

Q6)

(a) Al

electron is moving with a speed of0.9c. Calculate its total energy and
find the ratio ofNewtonian kinetic energy to the relativistic kinetic energy.

(b)
Q7)

(a)
(b)

(c)
Q8)

(a)
(b)

Describe Micheison Morley. experiment and show the negative results
obtained liom this experiment were jnterpreted.
Calc.alale the wavelength
diflerence is 12400 volts.

of X - rays produced when the potential

Differentiate between characteristic and continuous X - rays. Give some
industrial and engineering applications ofx - rays.
What is Moseley's law? Give its applications.
Derive an expression for the time independent Schrridingerwave equation.

An electron is bound by potential which closely approaches an infinire
square well of width 2.5 x l0 I0m. Calculate the lowest three pemissible
quantum energies the electron can have.

Q9)

(a)

What do you understand by t)?e Erplain ra ith examples.

(b)

What are London equations? Find the expression for.the penetration
depth of a superconductor.
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superconductors?

